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Simon plans to re-open 49 malls and outlets in May
• The nation’s biggest mall owner is about to make the nation’s grandest move back into business.
• Simon Property Group revealed its plan to re-open 49 malls and outlets centers in 10 states between May 1/May 4.  
• Re-opening properties will be located in TX, IN, AK, MO, GA, MS, OK, SC, AR, and TN.
• These will not be curbside-pickup re-opens like the ones happening in Texas. Simon will welcome shoppers inside 

their locations, offering them temperature checks and CDC-approved masks and sanitizing kits. Shoppers will not be 
required to wear masks, though mall personnel will.

Amazon Q1 sales up 26%; to spend entire Q2 operating profit on COVID-expenses
• Amazon dropped a bombshell with its first-quarter earnings report.
• “If you’re a shareowner in Amazon, you may want to take a seat, because we’re not thinking small,” stated CEO Jeff 

Bezos. “Under normal circumstances, in this coming Q2, we’d expect to make some $4 billion or more in operating 
profit. But these aren’t normal circumstances. Instead, we expect to spend the entirety of that $4 billion, and perhaps 
a bit more, on COVID-related expenses getting products to customers and keeping employees safe.”

• The estimated $4 billion includes investments in personal protective equipment, enhanced cleaning of its facilities, 
less efficient process paths that better allow for effective social distancing, higher wages for hourly teams, and 
hundreds of millions to develop its own COVID-19 testing capabilities. 

BrandZ: Amazon retains tops spot as most valuable global brand
• Amazon once again ranks as the world’ most valuable global brand, followed by Alibaba and McDonald’s, according to 

the annual BrandZ Top 75 Most Valuable Global Retail Brands Ranking, unveiled by WPP and Kantar.
• The BrandZ Top 10 Most Valuable Retail Brands 2020 are listed below

(1) Amazon (2) Ali Baba (3) McDonalds (4) Home Depot (5) Louis Vuitton (6) Nike (7) Starbucks (8) Walmart
(9) Chanel and (10) Hermés

• The Top 75 Most Valuable Global Retail Brands was due to be launched at the 2020 World Retail Congress (WRC), 
originally scheduled for April 28. It has been rescheduled to October 28-30.
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Walmart hits goal of hiring 200,000 employees during pandemic
Walmart Inc. has hired 200,000 associates in its stores, clubs, distribution centers and fulfillment centers since March 19.

Albertsons Has Amazing Start to 2020
• Albertsons identical store sales surged 34% during the first two months of the retailer’s first quarter and could have 

been even stronger judging from comments CEO Vivek Sankaran made during the company’s earnings call.
• Since the end of Albertsons fiscal year on Feb. 29, the company said it experienced significant increases in customer 

traffic, product demand and overall basket size in stores and online as customers adjusted to the circumstances around 
COVID-19. As a result, Albertsons identical store sales increased 47% during the four-week period ended March 28 and 
increased 21% during the four weeks ended April 25, giving the company a blended total for the two months of 34%. 
Sankaran also noted that e-commerce sales increased 109% during March before surging 374% in April.

• Albertsons will expand its Drive Up & Go (DUG) service to another 500 stores by year end, giving it a total of 1,000 
stores. By next year, DUG service will be in place at 1,600 of Albertsons 2,262 stores.

• In other noteworthy developments, Albertsons own brands assortment grew by 900 items in 2019 and now includes 
12,000 products across nine primary brands.

Costco Imposes Customer Face Mask Rule
Costco has joined the ranks of numerous other food retailers requiring face coverings for shoppers. Starting Monday, all 
Costco members and guests must wear a face covering that covers the mouth and nose, at all times while at Costco, the 
retailer said. This requirement does not apply to children under the age of 2 or to individuals who are unable to wear a 
face covering due to a medical condition.

J. Crew reportedly preps for bankruptcy
The apparel retailer, long under financial strain, could file as early as this weekend, according to reports in CNBC and The 
Wall Street Journal. The company is trying to secure $400 million to finance it through the court process, according to 
CNBC.
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Workers at Amazon, Target plan strike
• Employees at some of the country's largest retailers are planning a strike on Friday to protest what they say are 

inadequate workplace protections and compensation amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Some employees at Amazon, its Whole Foods grocery unit, Instacart, and Target's Shipt unit, plan to walk out on the 

job or call in sick, according to a press release from the organizers. Workers are also asking customers to boycott the 
companies. Some reports also indicate Walmart workers will strike. 

• The employees said in the release that their companies "have failed us during these unprecedented times." The 
demands vary among companies. They include company-provided cleaning supplies and protective equipment, 
hazard pay of $5 per order for Shipt and Instacart orders, and expansions of sick leave policies, among other changes.

Walmart adds 2-hour delivery service
The retailer will lean on its vast store network and existing delivery partners to execute speedy last-mile deliveries. 

Amazon Q1 sales soar but profits tumble
• Reporting on a period that came to be dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic,  Amazon on Thursday reported that 

first quarter net sales, including its AWS cloud services, rose 26% to $75.5 billion, according to a company release.
• Online product sales rose 24% year over year to $36.7 billion, falling from last quarter's $45.7 billion, with physical 

store sales up 8% year over year to $4.6 billion. Revenue from sellers, who move more than half the goods sold on the 
site, rose 30% from a year ago to $14.5 billion, down from $17.4 billion in the fourth quarter.

• In the quarter, many essential items were shipped to customers at cost, CFO Brian Olsavsky said on a conference call 
with analysts. Expenses ballooned: Worldwide shipping costs in the quarter rose 49% and fulfillment costs rose 11%, 
according to a company press release. That hit profits hard. Net income in the first quarter fell 29% year over year to 
$2.5 billion, and operating income was down 10% to $4 billion.

• However, the e-commerce giant not only lost money, it also scrambled to get items to customers in its usual timely 
fashion. The challenge is having so much consumer demand shift to the lower margin grocery category. Amazon's 
model has been designed to serve general retail, where margins are a lot healthier.
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Coronavirus-driven robotics adoption could become a fixture
• More than half of manufacturers said COVID-19 will impact their operations, according to a recent survey by PwC. 

Over 40% were concerned about effects on their workforce and a reduction in productivity. Many are now looking to 
robotics to augment locked down employees, support health and safety measures, and, in some cases, tap new 
opportunities or salvage their operations.

• Major manufacturers, such as GE, Honda, Ford and General Motors, have temporarily shuttered their plants to help 
protect employees. Smithfield Foods closed three of its plants after more than 500 workers tested positive for the 
coronavirus. While many believe the pandemic is temporary, manufacturers are taking a greater look at automation 
to maintain operations.

• As the shift to automation and robots has been a growing trend in the sector, it’s likely to become an important part 
of the recovery phase during COVID-19, Carl Vause, CEO of Soft Robotics, told Supply Chain Dive. 

Publix Sees $1B Coronavirus Impact, So Far
• Publix Super Markets has reported comparable-store sales growth of 14.4% during the first three months of the year 

ended March 28. During the same time period, total sales increased 16.1% to $11.2 billion, compared with the first 
three months of 2019.

• The food retailer is estimating that $1 billion of this increase, or 10.3%, is due to the impact of the coronavirus. A 
national state of emergency was declared on March 13, so additional growth due to the pandemic in April will likely 
be seen when the grocer reports its second-quarter results.

Kroger, Albertsons Limiting Some Meat Purchases
• The Kroger Co. has confirmed a report that it has placed purchase limits on ground beef and fresh pork at select 

stores, although it declined to give additional details.
• A local Southern California news outlet reported that Albertsons and its Vons and Pavilions banners had, in the words 

of a company spokesperson, “implemented a temporary limit of two packages per household on select meat items. 
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Macy’s, Costco, Trader Joe’s, Zappos Approaching Return Of Retail From Many Angles
• Most big American retailers have been shut down tight for more than six weeks. They closed in a seemingly random 

order across the country, leaving open only stores selling essential goods—like supermarkets, drug stores and 
discounters with household products—and some outliers, like those selling guns, crafts, liquor or sporting goods.

• Just as randomly, as we perhaps start to enter what some are calling the PostPad period, we are now seeing some of 
these retailers—both ones that were shuttered and some that remained open but were making it up as they went 
along—adapting policies and procedures to address what entrepreneur Mark Cuban has called The New Abnormal.

• Similar to the shutdowns, these are all over the place. Here’s a look at how four of the major national retailers are 
moving on to the next stage of this economic crisis.
o Macy’s - On Monday Macy’s plans to open 68 of its approximately 775 stores, choosing states like Georgia and 

South Carolina where governors have relaxed restrictions
o Costco - Unlike the mask-optional policy at Macy’s, Costco has moved to a mandatory mask requirement. 

Though the warehouse club has remained open during the pandemic it said last week that starting on Monday 
it will require employees and shoppers to wear masks when they are in the store. As such, they are believed to 
be the first major retailer to make this required even though many stores are having at least their workers wear 
masks and many shoppers are doing that as well.

o Trader Joe’s - Another retailer that has remained open selling food and essential merchandise, the eclectic 
supermarket is also taking a contrarian position when it comes to adapting some of the techniques like home 
delivery and curbside pick-up that other grocers have employed: it’s not doing either.

o Zappos - As an online-only seller, this footwear and fashion accessories e-com that is owned by Amazon has 
been up and running the entire time. One has to assume that running shoes are not a top-of-mind purchase 
when so many people are quarantined in their homes, but no doubt Zappos has been maintaining some level of 
business over this crisis.

• Many other retailers are putting in policies and programs as they seek to welcome shoppers back. One has a feeling 
we’ve only just begun to see exactly what kinds of things they will do to make that happen.
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How COVID-19 Has Impacted Media Consumption, by Generation
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Etsy Share rocket as seller pivot to face masks
While companies are struggling to survive amid the COVID-19 pandemic that has                                                   
brought life to a standstill in many parts of the world, others are presented with                                           
an opportunity to leverage their strengths to help people cope with the crisis and                                           
maybe even take advantage of the unique situation. Etsy, the leading online                                                  
marketplace for handmade goods and vintage items, is one such example. After                                                 
crashing along with the overall market in the early weeks of the pandemic, the                                               
company saw its share price soar in April as thousands of sellers on the platform                                            
pivoted to selling handmade face masks.

Brands flock to Amazon to make up for lost sales
Amazon has attracted a slew of brands that in the past had avoided selling on the site in favor of brick-and-mortar 
retailers. Michigan-based Geckobrands, which had been selling its smartphone cases and outdoor products at over 3,000 
outlets before the pandemic hit, now does 50% more sales on Amazon, according to company President Gabe Miller

Sephora looks to exit J.C. Penney stores 3 years early
Sephora has taken to federal court in an effort to keep its shops inside J.C. Penney stores closed unless the department 
store agrees to cut about three years from the four years left on its contract with the beauty retailer. The first Sephora 
inside a J.C. Penney store opened in Fort Worth, Texas, in 2006 and there are now more than 600 in-store shops.

Nordstrom preps to reopen stores — with lots of changes
Fewer fitting rooms, no beauty makeovers, plexiglass dividers and a limited number of customers allowed in a store.

NPD: Weekly retail spending continues to rebound
Retail spending improved for the fourth straight week, but much uncertainty still remains as consumers buying habits 
continue to shift amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

Retail Update 12
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Cars Stuck at Sea Shows Weight of U.S. Auto Industry Glut
• The length of almost two football fields, the cargo ship Jupiter Spirit arrived in Los Angeles’ harbor on April 24 after an 

almost three-week journey from Japan, ready to unload its cargo of about 2,000 Nissan Armada SUVs, Rogue 
crossovers and Infiniti sedans in a quick, half-day operation.

• But the ship, operated by Nissan Motor Co.’s freight arm, about a mile offshore, was ordered to drop anchor. And 
there it remained for almost a week — a floating symbol of an unprecedented logjam as nearby storage lots covering 
hundreds of acres overflowed with vehicles that Americans suddenly have little desire to purchase.

• There are gluts forming in the U.S. nowadays, slaughterhouses are killing and tossing out thousands of pigs a day, 
dairy farmers are pouring away milk, oil sellers were paying buyers to take barrels off their hands last week, and now, 
brand-new cars are being left adrift at sea for days.

DSV eyes June for start of logistics market recovery
The revenue and volume contribution by Panalpina, acquired last August, gave DSV a welcome boost in the first quarter 
as the coronavirus began to drag down demand.

COVID-19 underscores need for tech investment: C.H. Robinson
The largest US logistics provider is prioritizing technology spending as the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates why more 
automation and digitization is needed.

US food supply chain breaking down as links are hit by closure and high prices
• The pandemic is disrupting meat supply chains, with dire consequences for farmers and higher prices for consumers.
• As meat processing facilities are shut down due to virus outbreaks among workers, supplies to stores are stretched, 

and farmers who can’t sell their animals face the prospect of culls.
• Up to Wednesday, 22 US meat packing plants had closed for cleaning. By the middle of April, 6,500 workers had been 

infected and 13 died, according to the UFCW. The food supply chain is breaking,” added John Tyson, chairman of 
Tyson Foods, the biggest US food company.
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UPS negotiates pricing 'customer by customer' as shift to residential delivery hits profits
• UPS' average domestic daily volume was up 8.5% year over year in Q1. But the shift in volume from commercial to 

consumer deliveries, brought on by the global pandemic, landed a blow to the carriers' profitability and generated 
questions from analysts about future price increases. The carrier withdrew its 2020 guidance.

• Stay-at-home orders became commonplace in the first quarter, shifting purchasing online and by late March, roughly 
70% of the UPS' volume was residential deliveries. Automated sorting capacity and years of ramping up network 
speed were not enough to keep these shifts from affecting costs. "We were not able to fully offset the unprecedented 
and swift changes in market demand and mix," said outgoing CEO David Abney. Revenue per piece was down 1.8% 
globally YoY in Q1, and operating profit for the domestic package operation was down 45% YoY.

• UPS will continue to review pricing customer by customer as volume mix shifts, executives said. "Prices can be 
dynamic, just like everything else," Abney said.

• The smaller parcels and increased stops associated with even the densest residential delivery routes reduced UPS' 
margins and prompted analysts to wonder if further pricing increases will be necessary to compensate, as consumer 
business is more expensive and less lucrative for carriers like UPS. Domestic miles driven were up 10% and stops were 
up 15%, according to President of U.S. Operations George Willis. The average weight of packages has also declined.

• Shifting regulations and global operating conditions are adding to costs. The carrier has been playing "musical 
airplanes," to try to respond to shifting global demand for air capacity as regions of the world begin to restart their 
economies.

• Though the technology-driven transformation work UPS has undertaken in recent years did not insulate the company 
from the margin impact of the pandemic, the work will continue with long-term improvement in mind, executives 
said. The company removed $1 billion in capital expenditures from its 2020 plans, but still pledged to have 100% of 
parcel volume flowing through automated sorting by 2022 — 85% by the end of 2020. UPS still plans to add 5 million 
square feet of automated capacity this year.

• In my 46 years at UPS, I have never seen the level of demand variability in the markets we serve and among our 
customers that we are now experiencing," said outgoing CEO David Abney.
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PwC: Supply chains unlikely to relocate post-coronavirus
• Supply chains will diversify in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, but they will only relocate completely as a last 

resort, according to a survey of 305 CFOs completed by PwC during the week of April 20.
• Immediate supply chain concerns are waning as CFOs gain clarity on what to expect in the short term and what kind 

of changes are necessary to weather shocks like the COVID-19 pandemic in the future. CFOs recognize the value of 
diversification, but this is a somewhat long-term goal. Diversification is three-year exercise, Amity Millhiser, PwC vice 
chair and chief clients’ officer, said on a Monday call with reporters.

• The sentiments expressed in PwC's latest biweekly survey were echoed in a separate report issued recently by the 
accounting firm in partnership with AmCham China, in which 74% of businesses sourcing in China had no plans to 
move sourcing out of the country.

Schneider's Q1 benefits from dropping last-mile service
• Schneider said the shutdown of its last-mile service, lower fuel costs and cost management of driver recruiting and 

maintenance more than offset a variety of Q1 problems, including rates and impairment charges. The company 
reported Q1 net income of $42.9 million, a 16% increase, year over year, according to its Thursday earnings release.

• Truckload revenues for Q1 were down 12% to $469.4 million, year over year, partially due to lower prices and 
improved worker productivity helped offset that loss.

• The harshest impact of the coronavirus will be in Q2, officials for the TL and intermodal company told investors. 

Cummins concerned over Mexico supplier shutdowns' impact on production
Hundreds of manufacturing plants across Mexico are closed, and Cummins' COO said details are hard to come by on 
which suppliers are shutting down and what they're doing to keep workers safe. Cummins is working to restart its 
factories in Mexico and India and hopes to get production back in the next couple of weeks. The company plans to ship 
engines made in the U.S. into Mexico, where they go into truck plant assemblies with some of the final products returning 
to the U.S., executives said on the call. 
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Higher margins elude Asia air freight forwarders
Traditionally low air freight margins are being further depressed by fierce competition among forwarders to secure 
limited capacity, with travel bans grounding most of the passenger fleet on east-west trades.

Sourcing PPE dominates air capacity and pushes rates, but more lift is on the way
• The scramble for personal protection equipment (PPE) has buoyed airfreight, pushing rates to lofty heights.
• National governments’ determination to secure PPE at almost any cost has been a significant factor, but it has 

prompted the deployment of fresh capacity that is beginning to put the brakes on prices.
• Spot rates out of China have reached $18 per kg, according to some forwarder reports, and charters fetch well over 

$1m. One charter allegedly went for $1.7m. On 28 April, Freightos reported record highs for rates out of China.
• Early last week, prices of 747 charters from China to the EU and the US reached $1.5m, but considerably cheaper 

options were possible, reported Mike Hill, director group freight of Air Partner. Owing to lack of capacity, rates have 
been highest intra-Asia, he added.

Postal services are struggling and need more air capacity now, says IATA
• Governments must ease restrictions on airlines as the lack of cargo capacity continues to dog various sectors.
• Following last week’s concerns about services to and from Africa, IATA warns today that now postal services are 

struggling. The 95% axing of passenger flights, which tend to carry mail, has led to challenges for the industry that 
have been exacerbated by a 25%-30% rise in e-commerce demand.

• IATA and the Universal Postal Union have urged governments to remove restrictions which have led to blockages, as 
well as to fast-track the issue of permits for charter operations. The associations are meanwhile providing postal 
operators with updated information on the cargo flights that are taking off.

• The call for more capacity follows an appeal last week urging airlines to put more flights into Africa, where perishables 
are waiting to be exported and medical supplies and equipment need to come in.

• A spokesperson for Lufthansa Cargo explained: “Around 700 of the 763 aircraft in the Lufthansa group are on the 
ground and, consequently, their belly capacities are not available for air cargo”.
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US weekly rail traffic falls 23.3pc to 403,283 carloads, intermodal units in mid-April
Total US rail traffic fell 27.5 per cent to 189,598 carloads in the week ending April 18, compared to the same week last 
year, while weekly intermodal volume was down 19.1 per cent to 213,685 containers and trailers.

China's checks on PPE exports push up air cargo rates, capacity shortage worsens
• The Chinese Central Government's crackdown on poor quality medical exports has driven up air cargo costs and 

worsened congestion in South China.
• Following widespread complaints of defective personal protective equipment (PPE), including face masks and 

coronavirus test kits, Beijing has tightened quality controls and stepped up customs inspections.
• New regulations include a decision by China's Ministry of Commerce to boost the export quality supervision of "non-

medical" masks, including a blacklist of suppliers which failed to gain export certification, reported UK's The Loadstar.
• "In Shanghai, customs brokers have raised rates for export clearance by up to six times, due to extra paperwork and 

processing time," according to Norman Global Logistics (NGL).

As trucking demand craters in April, rates follow
• In April, demand for trucking cratered. DAT's load-to-truck ratio, a measure of demand, was down 32% year over year 

(YoY) for vans, down 33% YoY for reefers and down 72% YoY for flatbeds.
• Spot rates also fell in April across trucking modes. Compared to the same period in 2019, flatbed rates fell 17%, reefer 

rates dropped 10% and van rates sank 9%, according to DAT.
• "Truckload spot market data shows a sharp fall-off in freight activity over the past several weeks, and ACT expects 

further weakening over the coming weeks," UBS wrote in a research note following a conference call with ACT 
Research.

• Trucking companies saw less demand in April as factories shut down and stay-at-home orders led to a drop in 
consumer demand, outside of grocery and other essential items. As fewer shippers look to move goods, trucking 
companies will struggle. But the shippers left on the market could benefit from lower spot rates as a result. 
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Tesla delays semi truck delivery to 2021
CEO Elon Musk said the production schedule slowed, as the company needed to increase battery production to serve all 
its products. 

Coronavirus drives tough changes in European trucking
Efforts to slow the spread of COVID-19 in Europe shut down demand for non-essential consumer goods overnight, erasing 
a core business channel for smaller truck operators.

Some Markets Show Growth In Freight Volume, But Rates Still Lag
The number of loads in the DAT network was                                                                                   
up 33% last week, compared to the previous                                                                                   
week, as fresh produce began to move, and                                                                                    
some states prepared to relax stay-at-home                                                                                      
orders. Rates, however, remained low. 
Fresh produce began to move, and some                                                                                        
states prepared to relax stay-at-home orders.                                                                                   
Load-to-truck ratios were higher for all three                                                                                  
equipment types, but a 4% reduction in                                                                                       
capacity was a factor as more carriers sideline                                                                              
their equipment and wait for better pricing.
National average rates, April
**Van: $1.64 per mile, 23 cents lower than                                                                                   the 
March average
**Flatbed: $1.94 per mile, down 25 cents
**Reefer: $1.93 per mile, 26 cents
Spot rates slipped throughout April at $1.51/mile for van freight, $1.81 for flatbed loads, and $1.92 for reefers.
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Quarterly inventories fall for first time since 2018
Depleted inventories in the first quarter were largely the result of supply issues, but this will transition to a demand-
driven reduction moving forward, experts suggest.

USDA to purchase $470M in surplus meat, dairy and produce
After facing criticism that the government's efforts have been slow to help producers during the pandemic, the 
department said this will allow food to be distributed to communities nationwide.

XPO CEO: E-commerce 'saved us in April’
The pandemic resulted in more shippers looking for surge management in the first quarter, executives on XPO's first-
quarter earnings call Tuesday. "Like others in the industry, we experienced a surge in volume late in the quarter from 
customers and the consumer-staples sector, both producers and retailers," XPO Chief Strategy Officer Matt Fassler said on 
the call. "This was related to meeting increased demand for food and dry goods as people stayed at home."
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ARC Wins Major Global Household Goods Contract from U.S. Transportation Command
• U.S.-flag ro-ro carrier ARC has been awarded a major contract to provide global relocation services for the 

Department of Defense and U.S. Coast Guard. The Global Household Goods Contract, valued at over $7 billion, was 
awarded to ARC this week by the U.S. Transportation Command. ARC is a subsidiary of Oslo, Norway-based Wallenius 
Wilhelmsen.

• The major subcontracting partners in Team ARC include the following entities:
o UniGroup is the parent of United Van Lines, the #1 and Mayflower Transit, the #4 moving company in NA.
o Atlas World Group, parent of Atlas Van Lines, founded in 1948, the #2 moving company brand within the U.S.
o Suddath is a 100-year old logistics (local and global), corporate and residential, relocation company and is 

currently the single largest domestic and international U.S. Government and military HHG supplier.
o The Pasha Group is a family-owned, diversified global logistics and transportation company serving military 

customers since 1947 and the Defense Personal Property Program since 1980.
o Deloitte, the world’s largest professional services firm, with 50 years supporting DoD, Government agencies, 

and Fortune 500 commercial entities on complex strategy, IT, design, engineering, and cybersecurity needs.

Falling volumes loom over ONE’s first full-year profit
It has taken three years for ONE to sail into the black, with the carrier able to hold on to its profitability through a 
turbulent end to its financial year.
• It posted a $105m net profit for full-year 2019 after post-merger synergies improved its bottom line.
• This is a massive reversal for a carrier which posted a $586m loss in 2018, coming about with a 9.1% increase in 

revenue to $11.9bn, as well as further cost cuts.
• Increased cost efficiency was one of the main reasons behind linking the three container lines, and the merged carrier 

said that, by the end of last year, it had achieved its target of eliminating more than a million dollars from$1bn  its 
combined cost base. $440m was gained from revising variable costs such as inland transport, terminal procurement 
and container maintenance with another $310m gained through reduced fixed overheads and $300m saved via 
network optimization and bunker cost savings.
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Container cargo imbalance from COVID-19 deepens
The accumulation of containerized cargo in some recession-hit economies could hamper equipment availability when 
demand begins to return over the next few months.

Blankings, imports boost trans-Pacific spot rates
A temporary rush of imports, coupled with blank sailings in Asia, resulted in increased spot rates this week.

Smoother trans-Pac contract talks signal evolving carrier-shipper dynamics
Given all the factors that could have led to confrontational trans-Pacific service contract negotiations this cycle, the lack of
a clash points to a different future that can enable the container shipping industry to move forward.

COVID-19 hastens container shipping’s path to oligopoly
Decades of upscaling vessel sizes and consolidation has created a landscape where the barriers of entry into the main 
deep-sea trades are now so high that it is next to impossible for any newcomer to truly break into those trades on a 
material scale.

Blanking voyages holds ocean rates steady, but masks the real impact of Covid
• Container freight rates have yet to see any significant erosion, despite the coronavirus pandemic’s stranglehold on 

demand.
• But the aggressive blanking programs of carriers is disguising the real picture, according to Bimco’s chief shipping 

analyst, Peter Sand.
• Indeed, for spot rates the SCFI cumulative index is still some 10% higher than 12 months ago, while its longer-term 

CCFI contract component is 9% higher.
• The analyst said the blanking, combined with slower steaming and diverting ships around the Cape of Good Hope, 

was “artificially holding up freight rates”.
• Just how long carriers will be able to protect rates by their capacity reduction measures is open to question, he says.
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Some relief for seafarers trapped at sea for months as a few nations ease restrictions
• Thousands of seafarers remain trapped at sea, on containerships and other cargo vessels, by coronavirus travel 

restrictions – a threat to supply chains, the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) has warned.
• According to the Chamber, the number of seafarers in need of a crew change will reach 150,000 by 15 May.
• This is a 50% increase since March, when the ICS first raised the issue with the UN, highlighting the impact lockdowns 

and travel restrictions were having on an industry requiring some 100,000 crew changes every month.
• Indeed, some seafarers may have served their four-to-nine-month tour of duty and are unable to go home, some 

remain stranded even after 12 months or more onboard. He warned insufficient crew changes could lead to supply 
chains breaking down, product shortages and “greater hardships for people around the world”.

FMC commissioners call for federal support for 'struggling' box terminal operators
• The US federal government should consider stepping in to help container terminal operators stay in business, as 

volumes plummet as a consequence of the coronavirus pandemic. 
• Two FMC commissioners, Carl Bentzel and Louis Sola, have written to the department of transport urging it to look at 

ways of bringing financial relief to the sector.
• They said they feared some terminal operators could rack such substantial losses that they could cease operating.
• “We have specific concerns about the abilities of US marine terminal operators to continue operating, considering 

their lease and other contractual commitments to local port authorities,” they said.

OOCL cancels seven transpacific sailings in May and June
OOCL is withdrawing seven sailings on four transpacific services in May and June, the Pacific China South 1 (PCS1), East 
Coast China 2 (ECC2), Gulf Coast China 1 (GCC1) and India East Coast Express (IEX).

China -> US Containers
40' to LA - $1,660+ / 20’ to LA - $1,349+ / 40’ to Dallas - $3,555+ / 20’ to Dallas - $3,055+ / 40’ to NY - $2,565+ / 20’ to NY -
$2,115 
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Cosco Ship Holdings' net profit plunges 57pc in Q1 due to Covid-19
• COSCO Ship Holdings and China International Marine Containers, both subsidiaries of the Cosco group, posted lower 

earnings for the first quarter of 2020, as the Covid-19 pandemic impacted on shipping demand during the period.
• Domestic volumes were hit the hardest and weak demand was also a factor as Cosco Ship Holdings announced that 

net profit for the first quarter of 2020 fell 57 per cent to CNY292 million (US$41 million), as container volumes fell 4 
per cent to 5.61 million TEU.

• Chinese domestic routes saw the largest drop, with volumes falling 16 per cent to 1.05 million TEU. Asia-Europe and 
intra-Asia volumes were fairly resilient, registering negligible drops of less than 1 per cent, to 1.13 million TEU and 
1.83 million TEU.

Seaspan adds on four 12,000 TEU box ships to its fleet
HONG Kong's non-operating containership owner Seaspan Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Atlas Corp, has 
taken delivery of four 12,000 TEU vessels, each having started five-year time charters with a global liner.

Now profitable, ONE expands reefer fleet
• Ocean Network Express (ONE), which last week announced it had turned a profit, said Tuesday it was expanding its 

refrigerated container fleet by 5,000 40-foot units.
• Two hundred of those units will be equipped with advanced controlled atmosphere technology, said Singapore-based 

ONE, which said it already has one of the largest state-of-the-art reefer fleets and procured 6,000 units last year.
• Global refrigerated container volume grew by more than 7% in 2019, according to ONE, which said that despite 

challenges posed by the coronavirus pandemic, the forecast for the global reefer trade remains strong, especially for 
protein and fresh fruits.

• ONE said it is working toward applying the latest internet of things technology to its reefer fleet to allow for real-time 
visibility of such critical information as temperature and humidity.

• ONE said because of the pandemic, it cannot forecast the full-year 2020 performance.
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Barge giant Kirby: signs of life but too soon to call bottom
• The value of this round of quarterly reporting is in commentary on current conditions, particularly from bigger public 

players who can provide front-line insights on the U.S. economy.
• One of those bigger players is Kirby Corporation (NYSE: KEX), the largest owner of inland tank barges in America and 

by far the largest U.S.-listed shipowner measured by market capitalization (at $3 billion).
• Before the market opened on Tuesday, Kirby reported a net loss of $248.5 million for the first quarter of 2020 

compared to net income of $44.3 million in the same period last year.
• However, Kirby reported a $334.6 million after-tax write-down of its non-maritime distribution and services segment, 

which serves oil and gas customers. Excluding non-cash items, Kirby reported adjusted net income of $35.3 million or 
$0.59 per share, above the analyst consensus forecast for adjusted earnings of $0.44 per share.

Trans-Pacific service contract rate levels reflect need for stability
As they near completion of annual service contract talks, carriers and their customers in the eastbound trans-Pacific 
appear to have successfully navigated potentially contentious issues involving cargo forecasting, freight rates, and volatile
oil prices.

Lines using cheaper Cape of Good Hope route will cost Suez Canal $10m
The Suez Canal Authority (SCA) is set to lose over $10m in revenue from container lines routing vessels via the Cape of 
Good Hope rather than its waterway.

Hapag-Lloyd expects recovery in Q3, but short-term prospects are uncertain
• Hapag-Lloyd expects a “solid recovery” for all of its liner trades this year and into 2021, but short-term, the outlook is 

uncertain, it said today. “One can only speculate on where we are going to be in four or eight weeks from today,” said 
chief executive Rolf Habben Jansen this morning.

• “Q1 was mainly effected by what happened in China, but since March it is very clear that other regions, like Europe 
and the US, but increasingly other places like Latin America.
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Drayage truckers ramp up chassis-rate dispute with ocean carriers
• U.S. trucking companies claiming that foreign ocean carriers have been manipulating the intermodal chassis-leasing 

market at the truck carriers’ expense are ready to take their dispute to federal regulators.
• In a May 4 letter to the Ocean Carrier Equipment Management Association (OCEMA), whose members represent 80% 

of the U.S. container market, the Intermodal Motor Carriers Conference (IMCC) warned that they will be filing a 
formal complaint with the Federal Maritime Commission unless OCEMA members change their leasing practices.

• IMCC, an affiliate of the American Trucking Associations, contends that the downstream effect of ocean carrier 
“sweetheart” contracts with intermodal chassis leasing companies are trucking companies being overcharged for 
chassis they lease from those same leasing companies so that the leasing companies can make up the difference. 
Over the last three years, IMCC alleges, this has amounted to $1.8 billion in overcharges to intermodal trucking 
companies for which OCEMA members are liable under the U.S. Shipping Act.

• IMCC pointed out significant gaps in pricing between container “merchant” haulage, which is arranged between the 
trucking companies and the chassis leasing company, and “carrier” haulage, arranged between the ocean carrier and 
the leasing company.

• “Merchant haulage prices are three to eight times higher than carrier haulage prices, indicating a dramatic 
overcharge on merchant haulage movements above the average daily cost of chassis for chassis providers,” IMCC’s 
letter states. “These overcharges are a direct result of OCEMA member and affiliated entity conduct and are paid by 
IMCC members.”

• Ocean carriers had traditionally owned and leased out their own intermodal chassis equipment to move their ocean 
containers to and from ports to inland destinations. Since roughly 2009, however, they began divesting themselves of 
the asset to chassis leasing companies to reduce the cost of owning and managing them.

• As part of that change, the ocean carriers informed intermodal motor carriers that provide drayage to and from ports 
that their containers were to be moved “on a chassis rented with the leasing company designated by the ocean 
carrier at rates already set in the purchase contract with the chassis leasing company,” the FMC noted in 2015, which 
is responsible for overseeing intermodal chassis pools.
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Starbucks details plan to reopen 90% of U.S. stores by June 1 — with big changes
• There are some major changes afoot — temporarily — as Starbucks Corp. ramps up to open its U.S. stores.
• Starting on May 4, the coffee giant will begin opening its stores in the U.S. and Canada. It expects to have 

approximately 90% of all company-operated U.S. Starbucks stores reopened by early June in various formats with 
enhanced safety protocols and modified schedules. The emphasis will be on mobile order and pay. Starbucks noted 
that pre-COVID, 80% of U.S. store customer visits were for to-go take-away.

• Customers will not be allowed inside most of the locations. Instead, orders will be picked up at an “entryway hand-
off,” a new area set up in the entry of stores where customers can pick up their pre-ordered beverages without 
actually entering the café, or at the drive-thru.

Understanding CBG
The Definitive Guide on High-CBG Hemp. Since the end of the eighty-year-long prohibition on industrial hemp, there has 
been a surge in market demand for hemp-derived products. The range of these products varies, from topicals and 
tinctures, to textiles and even construction-grade concrete (also known as ‘Hempcrete’).
Book attached

Grocery store beer sales will not make up for on-premise losses
• According to National Beer Wholesalers Association, bar and restaurant closures will result in a loss of $8 billion for 

the beer industry if it continues into June. “We really need to step up our conversations and talk about how the loss 
here to the industry is significant,” NBWA said. “It’s not going to be made up through grocery stores and 30-packs and 
cases people are stashing in their garages. It will not be compensated by those additional off-premise purchases.”

• On-premise sales are 9% of the industry’s $328 billion annual economic impact, equal to $3.1 billion/month. If a ¼ of 
the on-premise channel reopens in May and half reopens in June, the beer industry stands to lose $8 billion.

• With nearly 30 million people out of work, Jones said that some segments of the beer category can expect to feel a 
bigger hit than others based on their consumer bases’ employment levels. For example, FMBs overindex with drinkers 
in the construction and extraction industries, both of which are struggling.
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Kwik Chek CEO Foresees Lasting Post-Pandemic Changes
• Like convenience store operators across the country, Kwik Chek has been dealing with decreased trip counts and 

lower fuel gallons since the start of the coronavirus pandemic.
• “But inside sales have been pretty resilient,” Convenience Store News said in a recent interview. “Some of our stores 

are barely down at all in same-store sales.”
• The Spicewood-based retailer has seen large increases in average basket size somewhat offset the decline in trips as 

fewer people are traveling about in their cars.
• “The winners are beer — larger pack sizes are up tremendously — cigarettes and OTP [other tobacco products], ice 

cream, and staples, when we can get them,” they said.
• Now that he can see a light at the end of the tunnel, Kwik CHEK conjectured that many of the activities adopting 

during the pandemic will have staying power.

VERC Enterprises Opens Its First CBD Wellness Store
VERC Enterprises opened its first CBD Wellness Store inside an existing convenience store. Located at 131 Commerce Way 
in Plymouth, it is the first store of its kind located within a c-store in the region, the company said.

SBA accepting new COVID-19 emergency loan apps for farms, agribusinesses only
Farmers and agribusinesses can apply for new coronavirus economic stimulus emergency loans and advances through the 
Small Business Administration, which reopened its portal with new funds Monday after being closed since April 15.

North Carolina’s unused beer to be made into hand sanitizer
Beer is a highly perishable product that has a limited shelf live. Due to the COVID-19 off-premise shutdowns, the North 
Carolina Beer and Wine Wholesalers Association estimates tens of millions of dollars in beer is going bad in the state and 
nationwide that figure is many times higher. Many of the kegs hope to find a second life as hand sanitizer which will be 
donated to first responders. Distillers are turning the bad beer into ethanol, which is being turned into hand sanitizer.
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7-Eleven expands delivery through DoorDash, Postmates
As the pandemic keeps customers home, the convenience store chain now offers on-demand ordering from more than 
90% of its U.S. locations.

Candy & Packaged Beverages Begin to See Positive Spend Numbers Return at C-stores
Consumer spending and trips continued to improve last week as some areas of the country began gradually lifting stay-at-
home restrictions and more Americans received stimulus payments.

Pump Prices Inch Higher as States Begin to Reopen
• After weeks of cratering gas prices, the national average gas price rose by 1 cent.
• Less than a dozen state averages rose last week, but their increases were large enough to push the national average 

to $1.78 as of May 4, reported AAA.
• The current national average is 16 cents less than a month ago and $1.11 less than one year ago.

7-Eleven Partners With Third Parties to Make Delivery Available to More Consumers
• To better serve the needs of customers under extended stay-at-home and shelter-in-place orders, 7-Eleven Inc. is 

expanding its on-demand delivery providers.
• In addition to its proprietary 7NOW delivery app, 7-Eleven is partnering with third-party delivery platforms 

Postmates, DoorDash and Google. Additionally, Texas customers can place orders for delivery through Favor Delivery.

NBWA’s Beer Purchasers’ Index shows the impact on craft
• Brewbound reported on NBWA’s April Beer Purchasers’ Index (BPI) which indicated a contracting beer market. The 

craft beer segment has been affected by the economic shutdown and as a result had a reading of 14, the segment’s 
lowest on record. For comparison in April 2019, craft beer had a BPI reading of 59. 

• In the NBWA’s April Beer Purchasers’ Index, craft beer had a reading of 14, the segment’s lowest ever and the lowest 
reading of any segment in this month’s survey. In April 2019, beer purchasers gave craft beer a reading of 59. The 
total beer market reading was 35.
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HHS awards $20 million to increase telehealth access
HRSA's Federal Office of Rural Health Policy awarded $5 million to help develop cross-state licensure for clinicians. The 
funds will assist telehealth providers with cross-state licensure to improve access to healthcare during the pandemic. 

U.S. Plans Expansion of Testing at CVS, Other Retail Locations
• The U.S. is planning a major expansion of coronavirus testing at retail health locations around the country, part of a 

plan to vastly expand checks for the virus and begin getting people back to work.
• CVS said Monday it will open testing sites at 1,000 of its stores. The announcement coincides with a planned meeting 

between President Donald Trump and some of the nation’s largest retailers and lab testing companies. Other retailers 
are expected to make similar announcements at the meeting.

More money is needed for hospitals to care for COVID-19 patients, AHA and ANA tell Congress
• New funds should not be used to cover the cost of treating the uninsured, though Congress needs to address that, 

providers say. 
• The AHA and ANA are asking Congress to provide additional funding to the original $100 billion the Coronavirus Aid, 

Relief, and Economic Security Act invested into the Public Health and Social Services Emergency Fund to cover 
provider expenses related to COVID-19. The funds went to increased expenses for personal protective equipment, 
increased surge capacity, additional healthcare providers and lost revenue. 

Healthcare professionals' mental health suffering even more than that of general public due to COVID-19
• The general public experienced a similar arc, though it hasn't sunk as low as that of their healthcare counterparts 

since the pandemic took root. 
• Data on more than 25,000 healthcare professionals and more than 10,000 members of the general population were 

analyzed using machine learning models for anxiety, depression and suicide risk to develop the well-being scores. 
• Machine learning models were used to anonymously score social media messages posted by individuals in each 

category. 
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Insurers' credit profiles can withstand coronavirus costs, Moody's says
• U.S. health insurers will remain profitable under the most likely scenarios, despite the highly uncertain severity and 

duration of COVID-19. 
• Insurers are weathering the coronavirus pandemic. 
• While hospitals have taken a financial hit from COVID-19, the major health insurers, in reporting their first-quarter 

earnings, show minimal impact. 
• In fact, based on a mild scenario, insurers could see a benefit to earnings in 2020 as medical services decline, 

according to Moody's Investors Service. 

Drug shortage management strategies are needed during COVID-19 pandemic
• Leveraging regulatory allowances and establishing sound analytic capabilities can help ensure patients continue 

treatment with necessary drugs. 
• The rapidly escalating demand for medications due to COVID-19 is placing increased pressure on hospitals and health 

systems to appropriately manage drug inventory to support patient care. Essential medications used to alleviate 
breathing difficulties, relieve pain and sedate coronavirus patients are in short supply. 

• Because of this, healthcare organizations need inventory- and shortage-management strategies to weather the storm. 
• Perry Flowers, vice president of medical affairs, enterprise medication management at BP, said during a HIMSS20 

digital presentation that drug supply needs are changing quickly as society becomes overwhelmed by high acuity 
patients. Swabs, IV lines and drugs can be depleted very quickly, so hospitals should be keeping a tight list of those 
critical supplies. 

Humana is waiving costs for all primary care and behavioral health visits for MA members
• Cost sharing is being waived for in-network primary care, behavioral health and telehealth visits. 
• As a number of states start to come online and reopen, Humana has announced that it is waiving member costs for all 

primary care and behavioral health visits for its 4.5 million Medicare Advantage members through the end of the year.
• These expanded cost-share waivers are effective as of May 1 and will remain in place through the end of 2020. 
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• Forbes published a warning about the U.S. commercial real estate bubble that was inflating and why it would end 
badly. Another Forbes piece warned that there was about a ⅔’s probability of a powerful recession within a year 
and that U.S. commercial real estate was a bubble that would burst as a result. Here they explain why the U.S. 
commercial real estate bubble is likely to shortly burst as a result of the coronavirus pandemic-induced recession.

• With the Federal Reserve’s stimulative monetary policies, U.S. commercial property prices more than doubled since 
their 2009 low:

• Ultra-low interest rates encouraged a borrowing boom in which commercial real estate loans surged by $863 billion 
or 62% since 2012. Commercial real estate prices bubbled up on an ocean of cheap credit, but coronavirus has 
created a perfect storm that is likely to cause this bubble to burst violently. Retail commercial real estate was 
already hanging by a thread due to the “retail apocalypse” that was occurring as tens of thousands of stores closed 
in recent years. With most stores being closed from mid-March until the foreseeable future, retailers are bleeding 
and many will go bankrupt very soon. According to Green Street Advisors, over 50% of department stores in malls 
will close by 2021.

• JP Morgan sees the U.S. GDP plunging by an incredible 40% in the 2nd quarter, along with 20% unemployment. 
Unfortunately, the frothy U.S. commercial real estate bubble is about to experience its day of reckoning as 
numerous factors conspire against it all at once.

Why The U.S. Commercial Real Estate Bubble Is About To Burst 34
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Uncovering Income – Dividend Stocks with Strong Yields 36

Amid the current market 
volatility, attractive 
income-generating 
investments can be hard to 
find.
Treasury bond yields hover 
near record lows, and U.S. 
companies face 
restrictions on issuing 
dividends if they accept 
COVID-19 stimulus funds. 
Moreover, Goldman Sachs 
estimates dividends for 
S&P 500 stocks will decline 
by 25% this year.
Which stocks can investors 
turn to for stable 
distributions and relatively 
high dividend yields? 
Today’s visualization shows 
35 stocks that may meet 
this criteria, leveraging 
Goldman Sachs data as 
published by Forbes.


